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Presenter 
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Start Date/Time Room CPE Field of Study

*Leadership in 4 Directions All leaders “lead in four directions.” They 

lead their boss, peers, subordinates, and 

themselves! In this seminar participants 

will take a critical look at these dimensions 

and discover various ways to be successful 

in all four directions. Participants will gain 

a deeper understanding of all their 

leadership roles and how to lead more 

confidently in all four directions and in the 

end be a valuable asset to their 

organization.

Identify the four 

directions of leadership 

and how they pertain 

to you

Demonstrate how to 

comfortably lead in all 

situations and from all 

positions in an 

organization

Discuss strategies for 

troubleshooting 

difficult leadership 

situations and 

challenges

Dr. McCausland Jeff Feb 4, 2020 10:30 AM Hermann Lounge Personal 

Development

CPE INFORMATION
Earn up to nine CPE credits during the workshop, personal development field of study.

MoASBO is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professi onal education on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of 
accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of individual courses for CPE credit.  Complaints regarding registered spo nsors may be submitted to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors through its 
website: www.nasbaregistry.org. 

COMPLAINT POLICY
For information regarding administrative policies such as refunds, cancellations and complaints, please contact MoASBO at 573-644-7900.

The instructional delivery method for this workshop breakout sessions is Group-Live, basic program level.  Each session completed earns one and four/fifths credit (1 4/5). No prerequisites or advance 
preparations are necessary for participation unless otherwise indicated.  Visit the MoASBO website at www.moasbo.org for more information.  

TO RECEIVE CPE CREDIT FOR DESIGNATED SESSIONS, ATTENDEES MUST:

Verify attendance by scanning in and out of the workshop session.  

See the session moderator for the process.

Complete the online session evaluation survey which will be sent via email by February 7, 2020. The 

survey must be completed by February 21, 2020.

You must sign in and out and complete an evaluation of each session for which you want to obtain CPE 

credit.

CPE certificates will be emailed to attendees in March.
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*Critical Thinking As leaders move to the strategic level, 

issues naturally increase in both 

complexity and ambiguity. Furthermore, 

the consequences of decisions are more 

far-reaching and serious. Therefore, the 

need to analyze issues in depth and in a 

more systematic manner also rises. Critical 

thinking is not a spectator sport. The skills 

of critical thinking must be practiced with 

a wide variety of issues in many different 

contexts in order to be learned and 

retained. This seminar will examine the 

basic foundation and understanding of 

critical-thinking concepts and skills that 

leaders need to apply in their future 

responsibilities in the strategic-leadership 

environment.

Explain the barriers to 

effective decision-

making in today's 

environment

Illustrate how to 

practice critical 

thinking in a variety of 

contexts and 

situations

Discuss and strategize 

critical thinking 

considerations and 

implementation

Dr. McCausland Jeff Feb 4, 2020 1:15 PM Hermann Lounge Personal 

Development

*Executive Wellness You want to eat better, sleep better, and 

just feel better. And you know that having 

all those things would help you be more 

focused at work and present at home. But, 

you don’t know where to start and you 

really don't have time to think about it. 

You’ve tried all the diets, cleanses, shakes, 

and powders. You got the membership, 

signed up for the class, bought the 

program. You started, you stopped. None 

of those things work. The essentials do. 

This presentation combines a little science, 

a lot of practical advice, and a few honest 

stories of overcoming hurdles. No 

memberships or expensive kitchen 

gadgets required! With a clear personal 

plan you will leave informed, inspired, and 

motivated to live your healthiest life, 

TODAY!

Identify leading health 

conditions facing 

professionals in the 

United States and the 

impact this is having on 

employee health, 

effectiveness, and 

retention – as well as 

your organizations 

bottom line.

Describe simple ways 

to eat better, sleep 

better, and manage 

your stress that you 

can start doing right 

away, no matter how 

busy you are!

Apply ideas and 

strategies for making 

wellness and self-care 

part of organizational 

culture

Dr. McCausland Tanya Feb 4, 2020 3:00 PM Hermann Lounge Personal 

Development

*Strategic Leadership Strategic leadership is the process used by 

a leader to affect the achievement of a 

desirable and clearly understood vision. 

This occurs by influencing the 

organizational culture, allocating 

resources, directing through policy and 

directive, and building consensus, often 

within a volatile, uncertain, complex, and 

ambiguous environment for any 

organization. This seminar will examine 

the essence of strategic leadership, how it 

differs from direct and organizational 

leadership and the various competencies 

that are important to strategic leaders.

Describe how to 

develop and 

incorporate strategic 

leadership skills as part 

of any leader’s personal 

style

Recognize how to 

anticipate 

opportunities and 

threats in an 

environment of 

strategic leadership

Discuss the difference 

between strategic, 

organizational, and 

direct leadership

Dr. McCausland Jeff Feb 5, 2020 8:30 AM Hermann Lounge Personal 

Development
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*The Power of Positive 

Psychology

Positive Psychology is the scientific study 

of the strengths that enable individuals 

and communities to thrive. The field is 

founded on the belief that people want to 

lead meaningful and fulfilling lives, to 

cultivate what is best within themselves, 

and to enhance their experiences of love, 

work, and play. Research shows that 

people who know and utilize their unique 

strengths have stronger relationships, find 

more engagement in their work, and lead 

happier, more fulfilling lives. This 

interactive workshop includes a discussion 

of how to increase well-being, happiness, 

and resilience. A pre-workshop survey 

helps you discover and reflect on your 

own unique strengths.

Summarize the value of 

identifying and 

leveraging your 

strengths

Describe the 

psychological and 

physical benefits of 

experiencing positive 

emotion

Review how to manage 

adversity and build 

resilience

Dr. Maxwell Chris Feb 5, 2020 1:15 PM Hermann Lounge Personal 

Development


